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Adapted from a Quilt Designed by DeirDre 
BonD-ABel of QuilteD crow girls 
Designs

Skill level intermediate

Finished Quilt Size
80˝ x 80˝

Number of Blocks and Finished Size 
9 Appliqué  Blocks 26H˝ x 26H˝

Note: Appliqué templates (at end of pat-
tern) are printed without seam allowances.

Planning
the Quilted crow is a quilt shop owned by two 
fabulous Australian designers, Deirdre Bond-
Abel and leonie Bateman. if you love wool, 
you’ll love their cool reverse appliqué tech-
nique! wool appliqué shapes are glued and 
stapled onto a piece of the underlying (inlaid) 
fabric, edge-stitched around the openings, and 
then excess fabric is cut away, creating a pre-
assembled reverse-appliqué shape. the wool 
is self-healing so the staples leave no holes and 
there are no pins to catch fingers and thread.
note that felted wool is not the same as wool 
felt. Felted wool has been woven and then 
felted; wool felt is made of unwoven wool 
fibers.

Fabric Requirements
*red wool (flowers) 32˝ x 52˝ piece
Bright gold/red print  
 (flower backgrounds) 1L yds.
*gold wool and rust wool  24˝ x 54˝ piece 
 (leaves) each
rust print (leaf  
 backgrounds, binding) 2K yds.
*Dark gold wool  
 (flower centers) 16˝ x 16˝ piece
light gold/brown print  
 (background) 7L yds.
*light rust wool (stems) 12˝ x 20˝ piece
Backing 7I yds.
Batting size 88˝ x 88˝
*All wool is felted. see Planning.

Other materials:
Freezer paper
water-soluble glue stick
stapler and staples
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web Bonus:  woolen welcome 
Bed size Quilt

the 27˝ square wall quilt version of Deirdre’s design is patterned in the november/December 2012 
issue of McCall’s Quilting.

Cutting Instructions
(cut in order listed)
Note: cutting instructions for appliqué 
shapes are on templates at end of pat-
tern. read step 1 before cutting appliqué 
shapes.
Bright gold/red print
 9 squares 5˝ x 5˝
 72 squares 4H˝ x 4H˝

rust print
 9 strips 2H˝ x width of fabric (binding)
 144 rectangles 3˝ x 5˝
light gold/brown print
 9 squares 28H˝ x 28H˝
light rust wool
 72 strips G˝ x 10˝ (stems)
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Preparing the Reverse Appliqués 
1 Note: Freezer paper shapes may be used 
more than once. trace template shapes A-F 
onto dull side of freezer paper. cut out, leav-
ing small margin beyond drawn lines. with 
shiny side down, use dry iron to lightly press 
shapes to right side of appropriate wools 
(Photo A). 

2 cut shapes out on drawn lines and re-
move freezer paper. Position A-D/Dr shapes 
on corresponding background fabric (As and 
B on bright gold/red print squares, c/cr and 
D/Dr shapes on rust print rectangles), layer-
ing c-Dr shapes as indicated on templates 
(Photo B). 

3 remove one shape at a time, and refer-
ring to Photo C, apply a few dabs of glue to 
the wrong side of each shape; finger-press in 
place on background fabric. 

4 when glue is dry, staple shapes to back-
grounds (Photo D).

5 Note: contrasting thread is used in pho-
tos for clarity. use hand or machine blanket 
stitch to edge-stitch inner edges only of each 
shape (Photos e and F). remove staples.

6 turn shape over and trim away excess 
background fabric (Photo G), being careful 
not to cut stitches.  

remove staples (Photo H). glue and staple 
e and F shapes in centers of flowers and 
edge-stitch; remove staples. in same man-
ner, prepare 81 total flower and 144 total 
leaf appliqués.
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Make 9;
trim to 27˝ square

Diagram II
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Appliquéing the Quilt Top
7 Note: the light gold/brown print background squares 
are cut oversized to allow for shrinkage during appliqué. 
Finger-press 28H˝ square in half on length, width, and 
both diagonals; use folds as placement guide. referring to 
Diagram i and photo, position stems as shown, remember-
ing that stem ends will be covered by A and B flowers, and 
that square will be trimmed to 27˝ square (finished size is 
26H˝ x 26H˝). glue stems in place; staple to background. 
edge-stitch stems using hand or machine blanket stitch. 
remove staples.

8 Position prepared appliqué shapes as shown (Diagram 
ii). glue, staple, and edge-stitch in place. remove staples. 
centering appliqué, trim square to 27˝ square to complete 
Appliqué Block. Make 9.

Assembling the Quilt Top
9 referring to Assembly Diagram, stitch 3 rows of 3 
blocks each. sew rows together.
 
Quilting and Finishing
J layer, baste, and quilt. Bind with rust print.

Assembly Diagram

Designer Information
check out the wonderful proj-
ects in leonie and Deirdre’s 
new book, Elegant Quilts, 
Country Charm (Martingale®, 
2012), at your local shop or 
online at shopmartingale.com. 
And don’t miss their mouth-
watering website:  
thequiltedcrow.com.au.
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Woolen Welcome
Template A

Cut 72
Red wool

Woolen Welcome
Template B

Cut 9
Red wool

Woolen Welcome
Template D/Dr

Cut 72 each
Rust wool

Woolen
Welcome

Template E
Cut 72

Dark gold wool

Woolen Welcome
Template F

Cut 9
Dark gold wool

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Cut out

Woolen Welcome
Template C/Cr

Cut 72 each
Gold wool

Woolen Welcome
Template C/Cr

Cut 8 each
Gold wool
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